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Scientific Panel to Advise 
N C A R  on Balloon Program

Ten scientists with special competence in ballooning 
have joined the NCAR Panel on Scientific Use of Bal
loons. The Panel will advise the director of NCAR, 
Dr. W alter Orr Roberts, on plans and policy for its 
National Balloon Program.

At its first meeting, held 17 October in Boulder, the 
Panel gave strong endorsement to the general outline 
of the NCAR balloon program and to the development 
of a site devoted to year-round scientific ballooning.

The Panel also endorsed NCAR’s plans to sponsor 
the development of new balloon materials, design, 
techniques and safety devices, and outlined procedures 
by which it will review requests to use the balloon- 
launching site and NCAR field services.

PANEL MEMBERS
Members of the Panel include: Dr. Verner E. Suomi, 

University of Wisconsin, who was chosen chairman for 
a year; Dr. James E. Angell, U. S. W eather Bureau; 
Dr. Alvin H. Howell, Tufts University; Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek, Northwestern University; Charles B. Moore 
and Dr. Bernard Vonnegut of A. D. Little, Inc. 
(paired); Dr. Edward P. Ney and Dr. John R. Winckler 
of the University of Minnesota (paired); Dr. Martin 
Schwarzschild, Princeton University; and Dr. John T. 
Holloway (w ith Willis B. Foster, alternate), Depart
ment of Defense. Vincent E. Lally, of NCAR, will aot 
as informal secretary of the group.

The Panel devoted its first meeting to a survey of the 
status and needs of scientific ballooning and how the 
NCAR program might best serve the scientific com
munity. Here are the major problem areas reviewed at 
the meeting, and the recommendations of the Panel 
for NCAR action:

FACILITIES
“NCAR should establish a permanent balloon-launch- 

ing site, and should develop the manpower and equip
ment at the site capable of supplying standard flight 
services to experimenters who request them and whose 
experiments possess sufficient merit.

*NCAR should investigate the availability in the 
U. S. of test facilities that would allow the testing, 

(Continued on Page 2)
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under environmental conditions, of com
plete balloon packages and the elements 
thereof.
TECHN ICAL DEVELOPMENT

“NCAR should investigate the feasibility 
of developing integrated telemetry systems 
capable of directly digitalizing data ob
served in balloon experiments.

"The goal of NCAR’s effort to improve 
balloon techniques for very heavy loads 
should be to lift a 5,000 pound load to
80,000 feet on a routine basis, and to be 
able to hold the load at that altitude for 
24 hours.

*NCAR should investigate the feasibility 
of developing extreme-altitude balloons 
capable o f lifting a 10 to 20-pound package 
to 170,000 to 180,000 feet.

“A national conference should be held 
to draw up specifications for a very light 
drone airship, which could be maneuvered

into clouds in a neutrally bouyant position 
for use in various cloud physics experi
ments.

CO M M UN ICAT IO N S

°NCAR should make special efforts to 
keep the scientific community informed 
about the development of its balloon pro
gram, especially about opportunities for 
scientists to use the NCAR balloon launch
ing site and field services.

“NCAR should sponsor meetings of bal
loon scientists with special interests in 
order to improve communications among 
scientists in closely allied fields. Panel 
members pointed out that experimenters 
often have funds for every purpose except 
travel.

8 The Panel endorsed the publication at 
an early date of a book on balloon en
gineering.

FAA Outlook: Tentative But Promising
Prospects for new Federal Aviation 

Agency regulations favorable to scientific 
ballooning appear good following a public 
hearing held hy FAA in December.

There has been no official FAA reaction, 
however, to comments and criticisms of 
the original draft regulations on unmanned 
free balloons, issued last February.

CHANCE TO COM M ENT

FAA expects to issue a revised draft of 
the regulations within a few months, and 
will reserve a 30-day period following re
lease of the revised draft for comment by 
the air transport industry and users of 
scientific balloons.

The hearing, held 7 December in Wash
ington, was attended by representatives of 
the Air Transport Association, Office of 
Naval Research, U. S. Air Force, Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories, Atomic 
Energy Commission, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, NCAR, the 
U. S. Weather Bureau, and a number of 
universities.

Also represented was the Space Science 
Board of the National Academy of Sciences, 
which reported the opinions of scientific 
user groups surveyed during the past year.

Though FAA representatives declined 
to commit the agency to changes in the 
original draft, they indicated informally 
that among the points under consideration 
for revision were: (1) weight limit on 
payload; (2) weight of the balloon;
(3) use of airfields under FAA control 
tower procedures for scientific flights;
(4) restrictions on launches under various 
cloud-cover conditions; (5) prohibition of 
balloon flights during hours of darkness. 
W EIGHT L IM IT  ARGUED

The item most discussed was the FAA 
proposal that only packages weighing less 
than four pounds be excluded from regu
lation. Scientific balloon users urged that 
the limit at least conform to Department 
of Defense balloon rules, which exempt a 
balloon carrying up to two packages of up 
to six pounds apiece, provided they are 
separated in altitude by 50 feet or more.
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Aim  of Permanent1 Ballooning Site: 
To Lessen the Need for Compromise

The proposal for a permanent, year- 
round site for scientific ballooning, op
erated by NCAR, has been endorsed by a 
conference of scientific balloon users held 
by NCAR in Washington in December, 
1960, and by the NCAR Panel on Scien
tific Use of Balloons.

Why is such a facility necessary? What 
would be its advantages? What installa
tions are necessary for an adequately- 
developed site? Where is the facility likely 
to be located? The following memorandum 
by Vincent E. Lally, of NCAR, supplies the 
answers to these questions:
CURRENT SITUATION

No year-round site suitable for general 
scientific ballooning now exists in the 
United States.

Usually, the selection of a site is a 
compromise between optimum flight tra
jectories and a location conveniently close 
to the user’s base of operations, so that 
the assembly and transport of equipment 
is more easily handled.

This is only one of the compromises that 
are now tolerated because there has been 
no permanent, fully-equipped site suitable 
for a wide variety of ballooning experi
ments. Other compromises involve equip
ment, launch and recovery methods, telem
etry and data-reduction facilities, etc. Each 
compromise, of course, adversely affects 
the chances of success of the particular ex
periment. The main purpose of a perma
nent site would be to make such compro
mises unnecessary, and thus to accelerate 
the development of balloon technology.
ADVANTAGES GAINED

1. A substantial savings would be real
ized by centralizing helium storage, air
craft tracking facilities, launching aids, 
weather station and communication facili
ties, which, at the discretion of the director 
of NCAR, would be made available for use 
by groups desiring to conduct scientific 
flights.

2. Weather-caused delays would be re
duced. Adequate insulation from aircraft 
operation and improved permanent-type 
launch facilities would permit launch under 
surface conditions which are marginal or 
unacceptable at ad hoc sites with tem
porarily-installed equipment.

3. A permanent facility permits the con
duct of routine services by standard pro
cedures. The mechanics of check-out, erec
tion, inflation, tracking and recovery can 
be made standard and reliable by design 
of adequate facilities and training of per
sonnel in proper procedures. Equipment 
and balloon vehicles can be protected up 
until the moment of launch and with
drawn for a later launch if trouble arises.

SITE FACILITIES

Basic facilities at a permanent site would 
be an adequated hardened area for launch
ing, and a building to house a communica
tions center, weather station, test, calibra
tion and repair facilities, and to provide 
storage of equipment and vehicles.

Additional equipment required to pro
vide maximum usefulness and efficiency 
are a helium storage facility, a wind tower, 
cloud radar and radiosonde equipment, 
bubble inflation dome, photo laboratory, 
and special launching aids for very heavy 
load systems. NCAR is presently drawing 
up an over-all plan that includes all these 
elements, with particular emphasis on a 
reliable, heavy-load launch system.

Several areas are now under study as 
possible sites for the facility. Criteria in
clude climatological considerations directly 
affecting balloon flying, as well as ease of 
access, location relative to existing and 
future airways, etc.

Construction of the facility is now 
planned to start in the summer of 1962. 
Other construction, including the addition 
of fixed launching aids for heavy-load 
launch, will be initiated in 1963.
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VOLUME: 11.8 M ILLION  CUBIC FEET

'Largest Ever' Flies Across Country

What is believed to be the largest bal
loon ever launched and flown successfully 
carried a 2,000-pound payload from Cali
fornia to the Atlantic Ocean at an altitude 
of 119,000 feet recently.

The balloon, with a theoretical maximum 
volume of 11.8 million cubic feet, was 
manufactured by Viron Division of Geo
physics Corporation of America. The flight 
was planned, managed and launched by 
personnel of the Air Force Cambridge Re
search Laboratories.
51 HOURS ALOFT

The balloon rose from the Balloon Re
search Launch Site, Chico, California, at

T h e  F l i g h t  R e c o r d

Autumn of 1962 saw the usual reduction 
in numbers of balloon flights as compared 
with the busy summer schedule.

However, two notable ballooning 
achievements occurred in this period: ( 1 ) a 
2-day flight of an 11.8-million cubic foot 
balloon at 119,000 feet carrying a payload 
of 2,000 pounds; (2 ) the successful demon
stration of water-launched balloons. Both 
of these events are described in detail in 
this newsletter.
16 NATIONS REPRESENTED

After a delay of several weeks at Braw- 
ley, California, as well as a balloon failure 
on ascent at 40,000 feet, the International 
Cooperative Emulsion Flight of Dr. Masa- 
toshi Koshiba, of the University of Chicago, 
was successfully launched on 19 Novem
ber 1961.

The flight, which sent radiation-sensitive 
plates contributed by 16 nations to 106,000 
feet, was made by a 10-million-cubic-foot 
polyethylene balloon with reinforced cap. 
The balloon was airborne 38 hours, flying 
from California to North Carolina, where 
it was cut down by an automatic timer.

0724 PST on 24 October 1961, and was 
brought down by radio command 51 hours 
and 10 minutes later at a point approxi
mately 200 miles east of Boston, Massa
chusetts.

The 2,000-pound flight payload consist
ed of command and control instrumenta
tion, telemetering equipment, an upward- 
looking motion picture camera to study 
balloon deployment, and fine steel dust for 
ballast to offset the decreased lifting power 
of the gas as it cooled at sunset.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The flight was designed to test the ade
quacy of the balloon’s structural design 
and to study the ballasting characteristics 
of high-altitude, heavy-payload balloon 
systems. The entire system performed well. 
Analysis of the flight profile indicated that 
there was no problem with gas leakage, a 
significant achievement considering that 
the surface area of the balloon was nearly 
seven acres and the thickness of the bal
loon wall was only a thousandth of an inch.

During this 51-hour, 10-minute flight, 
tracking stations of the FCC HF/DF net
work monitored the telemetering fre
quency, obtaining position fixes and re
cording the coded information from the 
balloon system sensing elements.

BALLOON STATISTICS

Some physical dimensions and capabili
ties of the balloon:

Uninflated length 435 feet
Maximum inflated diameter 318 feet 
Theoretical maximum volume

11.8 million cubic feet 
Average balloon weight 2,100 pounds 
Payload range (tested)

1,000 to 2,000 pounds 
Altitude range 119,000 to 126,000 feet
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Upcoming Flights
Major scientific flights this winter are 

taking place in Arkansas and California.
In February, the Air Force will fly a 

Project Stargazer flight from Chico, Cali
fornia. Under the direction of Dr. J. Allen 
Hynek of Northwestern University, a 200- 
inch focal-length Cassegrain telescope will 
go aloft to 86,500 feet.

If all goes well manned flights with the 
same equipment will be conducted in 
March. A 3.2-million cubic-foot, 2-mil 
polyethylene balloon will be used.

Static tests of the Stratoscope II smaller 
balloon, used to help lift its big balloon 
from launch and to help its descent, were 
conducted with complete success at North- 
field, Minnesota on 15 January. A test of 
the complete balloon system is now sched
uled during March at Hope, Arkansas. 
STABILIZATION AN D  POINTING SYSTEMS

Major emphasis in early 1962 will be on 
demonstration flights of a number of stabil
ized platform for a variety of telescope 
systems.

Dr. Alvin H. Howell of Tufts University 
has developed a method of pointing a 12- 
inch telescope using a novel system of spin
ning wheel torquers to guide the entire 
gondola system without the use of an 
inertia ring. First flight is tentatively set 
First flight is tentatively set for March. Dr. 
M. Winston Markey of M.I.T. has de
veloped the pointing system to be used on 
the “Stargazer” flights. Dr. John D. Strong 
of Johns Hopkins University is also de
veloping a pointing control for his infra-red 
telescope flights expected this summer.

Mystery "Balloon"
An Unidentified Flying Object was 

sighted about noon on 2 October 1961 
over Provo, Utah. Some observers be
lieved it to be a large balloon at high 
altitude, but thus far we have been un
able to uncover any flight supposed to 
be over Provo at that time. Any informa
tion about this phenomenon will be 
appreciated and published.

NCAR PLANS ONE-WEEK 
SURVEY OF SCIENTIFIC 
BALLOON TECHNIQUES

The National Center for Atmospheric 
Research is planning a one-week workshop 
on the use of balloons in scientific experi
ments. It will be held during the coming 
summer, and will be open to research 
workers at universities, foundations and 
government agencies who are presently un
dertaking or are planning to undertake sci
entific investigations using balloons as ve
hicles.

Instructors will be drawn from scientists 
experienced in using balloons; from Air 
Force and Navy groups that have provided 
field services for scientific balloon flights, 
and from the balloon manufacturing indus
try.

The week’s program is being designed to 
provide fundamental information on the 
scientific, technological and costs aspects of 
balloon-borne experiments. Material will 
be presented on the variety of balloon sys
tems, both now in existence and in prospect, 
suitable for scientific ballooning.

The workshop will, NCAR believes, be 
an effective way to bring interested scien
tists up to date on the rapidly developing 
technology of ballooning.

The week’s schedule will include lec
tures and group discussion on heavy-load 
launch techniques; meteorological condi
tions affecting launch; trajectory and suc
cessful recovery; balloon dynamics; bal
loon instrumentation; command and track
ing procedures; recovery techniques; stable 
balloon platforms; environmental consid
erations in the design of flight equipment; 
telemetry and data-processing techniques.

The workshop will be conducted at 
NCAR headquarters in Boulder, Colorado. 
Announcement of specific dates will appear 
in the March issue of the Scientific Balloon
ing. Those desiring further information 
should write Vincent E. Lally, NCAR, 
Boulder, Colorado.
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OPENS UP NEW OPPORTUNITIES

On-Water Launch Tests Successful
The first test of an “on the water” launch

ing technique was carried out successful
ly recently by the Balloon and Aerospace 
Systems Department of General Mills, Inc., 
working under contract with the Office of 
Naval Research.

In two separate tests, 120-pound, 72-foot 
diameter balloons were trailed out behind 
a Navy craft on Lake Michigan and in
flated while floating on the water. When 
helium from cylinders on the ship’s deck 
was released into the balloons, they quickly 
inflated and rose to vertical positions above 
the ship.
NO LARGE SHIP NEEDED

This is one of several new launch tech
niques being developed in order to mini
mize the hazard of shock or damage to 
payloads and assure the greatest possible 
degree of success of balloon experiments.

Though balloons have been successfully 
launched from aircraft carriers and other 
large ships, many experiments requiring 
balloon launching at sea or on large bodies 
of water have not been carried out be
cause of the great cost and extremely dif
ficult logistics problems involving carriers 
or other large ships.

The result has been to close off oppor
tunities for many scientific balloon expe
riments which can be executed only at sea 
or on such large bodies of water as the 
Great Lakes.

The object of the Lake Michigan test, 
carried out during the week of 19 Sep
tember 1961, was to prove the feasibility 
of executing a full-scale, high-altitude bal
loon launch from the water surface, using 
a relatively small naval vessel.
PATROL CRAFT USED

Under contract with the Office of Naval 
Research, arrangements were made with 
the Ninth Naval District to obtain the as
sistance of the Navy Patrol Craft U. S. S. 
Lamar, a 175-foot, 900-ton vessel. Cylinders

of helium gas were placed on board and 
lashed to the stem deck.

Vessel speed was reduced to approxi
mately 5 miles per hour as it reached the 
test area. The ship’s anemometer registered 
surface winds at 14.5 mph as the flight 
crew unrolled all but a few feet of the 
120-pound plastic balloon. Within 2 min
utes the deflated balloon material was 
trailing behind the vessel on the water 
surface.
FIVE-M INUTE PROCESS

The ship set a downwind course, ad
justing its speed to cancel adverse wind 
effects throughout the critical inflation 
period. As helium gas rushed into the bal
loon, a small bubble formed at the far end— 
gradually increasing in size and rising con
tinuously until it had reached a vertical 
position above the ship’s deck.

Within 5 minutes after the helium valves 
were opened, the huge plastic bag (72 feet 
in diameter) had lifted itself from the sur
face of the water with ease and controlla
bility.

A test on somewhat rougher water will 
be carried out this spring, probably from 
a Navy destroyer.

WATERY LAUNCH

A 72-foot-diameter plastic balloon, 
shimmering in the morning sun, rises 
from Lake Michigan in the first suc
cessful test of an “on-water” launch
ing technique. The ship is the Navy 
Patrol Craft, U. S. S. Lamar. The test 
occurred last 19 September. Note in
teresting reflection in near-still water, 
especially the distorted image of the 
balloon bubble.
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Helium's Not the Only Useful Balloon Gas
Many American scientists automatically 

consider helium as the best lifting gas for 
a balloon flight. But for some experiments, 
other gases will do as well, and in some 
cases better.

The first large balloon, launched in 1783, 
was flown with hot air. The hot-air balloon 
had the advantage that its altitude could 
be controlled without valving or ballasting, 
simply by controlling the intensity of the 
fire.
NOT SO DANGEROUS

The hydrogen balloon came next. Hy
drogen has an undeserved reputation as 
an unsafe gas for balloon work. Used in 
near-pure form (in concentrations above 
96%), it is not explosive.

Except in the United States, with its 
plentiful supply of helium, hydrogen is 
universally used as a lifting gas for high- 
altitude balloon work. It can be manu
factured on site rather than being carried 
in inefficient, high-pressure storage tanks.

The chief advantage of helium over hy
drogen as a lifting gas is the thermody
namic stability that it provides for a bal
loon floating at altitude. The helium-filled 
balloon has 8% less lift than a hydrogen- 
filled balloon; thus for an identical balloon 
configuration, the use of helium will re
duce its ceiling by about 1,000 feet.
A M M O N IA 'S  ADVANTAGES

Ammonia is a usable lifting gas for 
flights in which the highest possible alti
tude is not the prime consideration, since 
its lifting capability is only 44% that of 
hydrogen. The height attainable by any

given balloon system using ammonia in
stead of hydrogen will be reduced by as 
much as 20,000 to 25,000 feet. The major 
disadvantage of ammonia as a lifting gas is 
its poor thermodynamic drag character
istics. However, ammonia has the advan
tage that it can be carried in liquid form 
in containers much lighter than those re
quired for hydrogen and helium under 
high pressure.

A lifting gas generator has been devel
oped by the Air Force in which ammonia 
is passed over a platinum catalyst at tem
peratures in excess of 1,200°F. Two vol
umes of ammonia break down into three 
volumes of hydrogen and one volume of 
nitrogen. The resulting mixture has 75% 
of the effective lift of hydrogen. It there
fore has a ceiling altitude for a particular 
balloon configuration of about 5,000 feet 
below the ceiling attainable with hydrogen.

For use in remote field areas, the total 
weight of equipment and supplies for a 
balloon equipped with an ammonia gen
erator is far lighter than for other lifting- 
gas methods. For this reason they have 
been used (and worked well) in the 
Antarctic.

HOT A IR  FOR SPORTING

The hot-air balloon is making a come
back for sporting use. It may find appli
cation for other special purposes as a con
trolled parachute or as a vernier control 
system for recovery of heavy-load systems. 
The hot-air bag would be used in lieu of 
ballast and valving in bringing a helium 
balloon back to the ground.
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